BONNYRIGG HOME LEARNING GRID Week 10!

End of Term Activity
Book

All About Me 1:

Lockdown Memory
Word Art:

Catscape

Art

Awesome Bricks:

Something to pass on to your
P7 teachers so they can get
We always tend to do more fun
Something to look back on
to know you that little bit
things in the last week of term.
after Lockdown is all over.
better. It is listed as an
Here is a massive book of fun
Create a piece of word art
activities with links to websites assignment so I can collect all with this guide and show it
to have some fun!
the responses and hand them
off on the TEAMS page.
Find @
over to your new teachers!
Something for you to look
Files>Classmaterials>Week10Lear
back on when you are older.
ning Grid
Find the links from chapters 8
all the way to the end on the
class novel page!
Post up your thoughts and
opinions on the story. Be
careful not to spoil the story
before Friday!

Click on the link to access a
Artist Analysis Lesson 1.
challenge from the National
Research the Artist and the
Museum of Scotland to recreate
painting online and answer
any artifacts or exhibitions from
the questions!
the museum in brick form (if you
don’t have Lego or building blocks
Find @
Files>Classmaterials>Week10L can you find another way?) You
can do a virtual tour of the
earning Grid
museum if you can’t remember
anything!

explore-our-collections

Virtual Sports Day

All About ME pt. 2

Sumdog:

Compete in your own family or
individual sports day using this link
https://www.thinglink.com/card/1324
816909186629634
I will post this link on our PE Page to
make sure you can access it!

Another piece to pass on to
your new class teachers. This
is also classed as an
assignment so I can hand it
over!

Have a go at an Area,
Volume, Angle and
Symmetry challenge (whole
class) and/or try am
individual challenge for
coins!

STEM Activities

Catscape Book Review

Imaginative Writing

Published by FIFE college, a list
of experiments to try out at
home!
Find @
Files>ClassMaterials>Week10Le
arningGrid

Use the template in the class
This will be issued as an
materials week 10 folder to
assignment but this piece
write your review of the Class will not be marked. It will
Novel. If you haven’t managed instead be passed on to your
to finish it, why not write a
new class teachers to
review of something you have
demonstrate your writing
read through lockdown?
skills!

